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Exploration summary:  Teck American Incorporated (Teck) submitted a proposed plan to continue 
exploration for metallic mineral deposits in St. Louis County, about five miles southeast of Babbitt, 
Minnesota. Teck has explored in this area since 2007. 

Teck plans to drill an exploratory boring at one site and environmental holes at one site in support of 
hydrologic investigations.  Drilling methods may include sonic, rotary, or reverse circulation and 
diamond core. Drilling activity in wetlands will occur in winter and follow regulations set by the 
Department of Health. 

Wetlands may need to be crossed to reach the drill site; new temporary access trails across wetlands 
will be brushed and built on snow and ice.  Upland sites with year-round access may be drilled other 
times of the year.  

Teck indicates it will secure permits and authorizations for wetlands impacts, if applicable. 

Exploration is proposed on the following State nonferrous metallic minerals leases:  MM-9831-N 

Public Land Survey location:  Part of Sections 29, 30 and 31 of T60N R12W as shown on Figure 1 

Types of exploration activity:  Environmental drill holes and exploratory borings

Expected time period of activity:  intermittently from January 1, 2021 through December 2021 

Access:  Access to sites will be via the existing public and forest road network, and other existing access 
routes.  Teck will construct new trails to each drill site.   The new routes proposed are on state land. 

Surface ownership:  Exploration will occur on DNR-administered state lands.  Upon DNR approval, which 
may include stipulations, exploration may proceed as described in the exploration plan on state-owned 
surface lands. 

Explorer contact:  Leslie Olmstead, (509) 623-4572 or Leslie.Olmstead@teck.com 

This report is posted on the DNR’s exploration plan webpage. 
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Correction: This document is updated to reflect that the environmental hole proposed at one of the drill sites will be an exploratory boring 
instead. The result is the number of drill sites for exploratory borings increases from zero to one and the number of drill sites for 
environmental wells decreases from two to one.
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